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What do we mean by ‘strategic
foresight’?
UK Government defines foresight as:
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Foresight research is the act of gathering new insights that may
point us towards affirming or discrediting existing trends and
developments as well as identifying new and emerging trends
and developments which are on the margins of our current
thinking, but which will impact on our lives in the future



Foresight methods include horizon scanning, scenario building, back-casting,
visioning, and wind tunnelling, etc.

Strategic foresight research
Strategic foresight research aims to…
Enable resilience over time and to meet the needs of government and
society, by identifying:
• Risks and preparing for them to future-proof policies; and
• Opportunities to foster innovation, where this might help deliver
strategic objectives and improve competitiveness
This helps organisations and individuals to…
• prepare for events that may happen in the future, which are
uncertain and not necessarily under their control;
• gain efficiencies by ensuring that policies and strategies are robust
and resilient over time;
• take a structured approach to exploring a range of futures rather
than predicting a single expected or ‘most likely’ future

What’s in the toolkit?

Horizon Scanning
• What are the emerging risks and opportunities
we need to consider?

Risk prioritisation
• What are the top issues?

Scenario building
• What are the plausible, alternative future scenarios?

Stress testing
• How could the different scenarios affect our ability
to achieve our vision/ objectives/ corporate plan?

Visioning
• What do we want to achieve in the future?

Linking to decision makers
Horizon Scanning
Business intelligence function: Horizon Scanning provides a steady stream of new insights and trends

Key Drivers of Change
Used to filter and provide a framework for structuring, analysis and communication of insights
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Integration of internal
expertise via surveys,
expert workshops and
direct feedback
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Key Drivers & Foresight Research
Reports
Our reports provide an analysis of most
important long-term trends, including
identification and analysis of the most
important cross-cutting themes
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Analysis of internal
and external evidence
including other futures
studies

Risk

Evidence

Policy

Strategy

Identification and analysis of
short- medium- and
long-term risks; input into
organisational performance
management

Relates to evidence
investment strategies
and provides insights
into emerging
evidence needs

Resilience tests to
ensure policy
and programmes are
considering important longterm issues

Knowledge-base and
insights used for
underpinning strategic
thinking processes

What will you get out of it?
Foresight research helps organisations to...
•

Reduce uncertainty by identifying new and relevant
information

•

Prepare for and test strategic decisions

•

Develop new and future business fields/markets

•

Create orientation on future developments

•

Build a knowledge base

•

Identify and manage emerging risks and opportunities

•

Identify risks or opportunities which may
challenge/contribute to your objectives

•

Inform long-term planning

•

Facilitate strategic discussions and plan for resilience

•

Identify new information needs and inform investment

Unmanned Autonomous Vehicles
The experimental use of UAVs in forestry for precision mapping and
measurement, biodiversity and sustainable planning is growing as costs are
reduced. The changing skills require funding and lead-in time to acquire.

Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning
When employed in conjunction with large datasets and outputs from UAVs,
these have the potential to analyse and ‘learn’, using algorithms to might
identify and pin-point geographically, tree disease or death and forest fires.

Robotics
Forestry robotics may provide a cost-effective increase to productivity and
improve safety. The use of virtual reality, remote control, teleoperation and
automation have the potential to change the required skills for foresters.

www.broadinstitute.or
g

CRISPR the new tool that edits DNA
CRISPR a defence mechanism found in bacteria, is now being used as a new
flexible editing tool that allows scientists to edit genomes with unprecedented
precision and efficiency including in disease resistance and virus protection.

Source: www.au.fsc.org

Blockchain Technology
Best known as the underpinning for Bitcoin, the Blockchain is a decentralised
public ledger with potential beyond currency. It may impact all areas that rely on
record keeping and trust, including supply chains & land ownership claims.

Some chronic trends






Fraud – better technology with greater sensitivity to identify it
Legislation – impact of new and changing regulations
Capabilities – changing skills requirements
Geo-political situation – trade/legislation post-Brexit?
Waste – new packaging and no packaging initiatives gaining
momentum.

And finally:


Global supply chains – more detail needed for environmental
and consumer confidence. Shorter, more ethical chains? Cheap
prices forcing out reliable suppliers – does the consumer
understand their influence and impact, and do they care?

Any questions?
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